We consider the problem of scheduling a set of maintenance jobs on the arcs of a network so that the total flow over the planning time horizon is maximized. A maintenance job causes an arc outage for its duration, potentially reducing the capacity of the network. The problem can be expected to have applications across a range of network infrastructures critical to modern life. For example, utilities such as water, sewerage and electricity all flow over networks. Products are manufactured and transported via supply chain networks. Such networks need regular, planned maintenance in order to continue to function. However the coordinated timing of maintenance jobs can have a major impact on the network capacity lost to maintenance. Here we describe the background to the problem, define it, prove it is strongly NP-hard, and derive four local search-based heuristic methods. These methods integrate exact maximum flow solutions within a local search framework. The availability of both primal and dual solvers, and dual information from the maximum flow solver, is exploited to gain efficiency in the algorithms. The performance of the heuristics is evaluated on both randomly generated instances, and on instances derived from real-world data. These are compared with a state-of-the-art integer programming solver.
Problem Definition and Complexity Results
Throughout we use the notation [k, l] = {k, k + 1, . . . , l} and [k] = {1, 2, . . . , k} for k, l ∈ Z. Let (N, A, s, s , u) be a network with node set N , arc set A, source s and sink s , and capacities u a ∈ N for a ∈ A. Also, for a node v ∈ N let δ − (v) and δ + (v) denote the set of arcs entering and leaving node v, respectively. We consider the network over a time horizon [T ] . A maintenance job j is specified by its associated arc a j ∈ A, its processing time p j ∈ N, its release date r j ∈ [T ], and its deadline d j ∈ [T ]. Let J be a set of maintenance jobs, and let let J a denote the set of jobs j ∈ J with a j = a. For each job j ∈ J we have to choose a start time S j ∈ [r j , d j − p j + 1] within the time window for the job. In our model, jobs cannot be preempted, i.e. scheduling a maintenance job to start at time S j makes the arc a j unavailable at times S j , S j + 1,. . . , S j + p j − 1. Thus for a given maintenance job schedule (S j ) j∈J , the arc a has capacity zero at time t if for some j ∈ J a , t ∈ [S j , S j +p j −1], and u a otherwise, for each time t ∈ [T ]. The problem we consider is to schedule a set J of maintenance jobs so as to maximize the total throughput over the interval [T ] , i.e. so as to maximize the sum over t of the flows that can be sent from s to s in the network, given the arc capacities at time t ∈ [T ] implied by the maintenance schedule. In this paper we assume unlimited resources in terms of workforce and machines, i.e. all jobs could be processed at the same time as far as their time windows allow. It is in principle straightforward to add constraints, for instance limiting the number of jobs requiring use of a given resource processed at any given time. We did not do that because in the HVCCC context the input for the optimization consists of initial maintenance schedules for the different parts of the system (rail network and terminals) with relevant resource constraints already taken into account.
For this paper we make the additional assumption that the different jobs associated with an arc do not overlap, i.e. we assume that for any two jobs j and j on arc a, [r j , d j ] ∩ [r j , d j ] = ∅. This assumption can be made without loss of generality, as the general case can be reduced to this case by replacing any arc violating the assumption by a path, distributing the intersecting jobs among the arcs of the path. The reason for making the assumption is to simplify the presentation of the heuristics below: the local effect of moving a job j (i.e. the effect on the capacity of the arc associated with j) depends only on job j.
We formally define the problem via an integer programming formulation, which we also use to provide a baseline for computational testing. We introduce the following variables.
• For a ∈ A and t ∈ [T ] -φ at ∈ R + is the flow on arc a over time interval t, -x at ∈ {0, 1} indicates the availability of arc a at time t. These variables are not strictly needed, but are included for convenience.
• For j ∈ J and t ∈ [r j , d j − p j + 1], y jt ∈ {0, 1} indicates if job j starts at time t.
Now we can write down the problem maximum total flow with flexible arc outages (MaxTFFAO). 
φ at u a x at (a ∈ A, t ∈ [T ]) ,
x at + min{t,d j } t =max{r j ,t−p j +1} y jt 1 (a ∈ A, t ∈ [T ], j ∈ J a ) .
The objective (1) is to maximize the total throughput. Constraints (2) and (3) are flow conservation and capacity constraints, respectively, (4) requires that every job j is scheduled exactly once, and (5) ensures that an arc is not available while a job is being processed.
Example 1.
Consider the network in Figure 1 over a time horizon T = 6 with the job list given in Table 1 . Figure 2 shows that the total throughput can vary significantly depending on the scheduling of the jobs. Observation of this example shows that, all other things being equal, it is better for jobs on arcs that are "in series" to overlap as much as possible, and for jobs on arcs that are "in parallel" to overlap as little as possible. Thus the job on d should overlap as little as possible with the jobs on e and f , which should overlap as much as possible, and the job on a should overlap as much as possible with those on e and f . This is achieved in the second schedule in Figure 2 . Of course the situation is more complex for general networks, but the insight can be useful. Figure 1 : An example network. Capacities are indicated in brackets. Figure 2: Two schedules for the example problem. In the horizontal direction, we have the 6 unit time intervals, and in the vertical direction there are the 6 arcs. The shaded rectangles indicate the jobs, and below the x-axis is the maximum flow for each time period. The left schedule yields a total flow of 6, while for the right schedule we obtain a total flow of 12.
Next we observe that the problem MaxTFFAO is strongly NP-hard, suggesting that in order to tackle instances of practical relevance efficient heuristics might be needed. Proposition 1. The problem MaxTFFAO is strongly NP-hard.
Proof. Reduction from 3-partition (see [4] ).
Instance. B ∈ N, u 1 , . . . , u 3m ∈ N with B/4 < u i < B/2 for all i and
Problem. Is there a partition of [3m] into m triples (i, j, k) with
The corresponding network has 3 nodes: s, v and s . There are 3m arcs from s to v with capacities u i (i = 1, . . . , 3m) and one arc from v to s with capacity (m − 1)B (see Fig. 3 ). There is one job with unit processing time for each arc from s to v, with release dates r j = 1 and deadlines d j = m for all j. It is easy to see that the 3-partition instance has a positive answer if and only if there is a schedule allowing a total flow of m(m − 1)B. If there is a 3-partition then the i-th of the m triples corresponds to three jobs to be processed in time period i.
We conclude this section with some remarks on certain special cases.
1. If the network is a directed path and all the jobs have release date r j = 1 and deadline d j = T , it is optimal to start all jobs at the same time, say S j = 1 for all j. This follows since the max flow equals the minimum of the arc capacities if all arcs are available, and 0 otherwise. So
is an upper bound for the objective z which is attained for the described solution. More generally, if j∈J [r j , d j − p j + 1] = ∅, any element t of this intersection determines an optimal solution by putting S j = t for all j ∈ J.
2. In general, if the network is a path and all jobs have unit processing time, the problem is equivalent to the vertex cover problem on the hypergraph with vertex set [T ] and edge set {[r j , d j ] : j ∈ J}. This is a 0-1 integer programming problem with an interval matrix as coefficient matrix. So it is totally unimodular and can be solved efficiently by linear programming. Another interpretation of this case is that we are looking for a smallest set of time periods, such that all jobs can start at a time given in the set.
3. Inspired by the construction in the hardness proof in Proposition 1, we can ask under what conditions an instance of MaxTFFAO with unit processing times and jobs that can move freely (r j = 1 and d j = T ) is optimally solved by scheduling all jobs at the same time. For a set A ⊆ A of arcs let z A denote the max flow in the network with arc set A \ A . Then scheduling all jobs at the same time is always optimal iff
The if part follows, since if the implication is true, and we are given a solution scheduling jobs at times t 1 = t 2 , we can always shift all the jobs scheduled at t 2 to t 1 without decreasing the objective function. Conversely, if there are disjoint arc sets A 1 and A 2 with z ∅ +z A 1 ∪A 2 < z A 1 + z A 2 , then for an instance with one job on every arc in A 1 ∪ A 2 , it is better to schedule the jobs on A 1 at a different time than the jobs on A 2 . Note that the first example of the directed path is a special case of this.
4. Using the characterization (6), we can generalize the path example. Suppose the network N − s (i.e. the original network without the sink) is a tree, all arcs pointing away from the source, and in the full network precisely the leaves of this tree are connected to the sink. Assume also that there are no bottlenecks, i.e. for every node v = s the capacity of the arc entering v is at least as large as the sum of the capacities of the arcs leaving v. Under these conditions (6) is satisfied, so freely movable jobs with unit processing times should be scheduled at the same time.
3 Local search for MaxTFFAO
Evaluating the objective function
We consider a solution of MaxTFFAO to be specified by the start time indicator variables y jt for all jobs j ∈ J. For given y, the values x at can be fixed by
and then the best solution for the given y can be determined by solving T max flow problems. As a local search framework requires the frequent evaluation of the objective function, we try to make use of the problem structure to design a more efficient method. The following four simple observations indicate potential for such an improvement.
1. A time interval with constant network structure requires only a single max flow computation.
2. If there is a change in the network between time t and time t + 1, the solution for t can be used as a warm start for t + 1. As a consequence, the objective function can be evaluated by solving at most 2|J|+1 max flow problems, and if this number is really necessary, consecutive networks differ in exactly one arc.
3. To update the flows after a change of the schedule we can restrict our attention to the time intervals where the network structure actually changed due to the modification. That means the effect of local changes in the schedule can be determined by solving a short sequence of max flow problems on very similar networks.
4. How the similarity of the networks for different time periods can be used depends on the way the max flow problems are solved. In our LP based implementation (see discussion in Section 3.2 for details) it is natural to reoptimize from the current solution using the primal simplex method if an arc is added and the dual simplex method if an arc is removed.
To make this more precise we introduce more notation for the start times associated with a solution vector y: Let S j (y) be the start time of job j, i.e. S j (y) is the unique t with y jt = 1. If there is no danger of confusion we will omit the argument y in the notation and just write S j . Now we can associate with each solution a set of times
containing exactly the set of times t such that there is a change of capacity on at least one arc between time t − 1 and time t. The times t = 1 and t = T + 1 can be interpreted this way by adding virtual networks at times 0 and T + 1 with zero capacities. We denote the elements of R by
The set [t i−1 , t i − 1] is called time slice i and its length is denoted by l i = t i − t i−1 . The time slicing is illustrated in Figure 4 . In this setup the above observations imply that the objective function can be evaluated as described in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Objective evaluation.
Input: Schedule given by
Update upper bounds of the flow variables according to the outages in time slice i (Re)solve the network flow problem and store the max flow z i
Moving single jobs
The feasible region is the set of all binary vectors y = (y jt ) j∈J,r j t d j satisfying (4) . Note that the generation of an initial solution is easy, as we can choose arbitrary start times in the corresponding time windows. A simple neighbourhood is one that is induced by single job movements:
The size of this neigbourhood is
In the following we give a characterization of the optimal neighbours, implying an exact method to determine an optimal neighbour.
Preliminary considerations
Moving a job from its current start time S j to another start time S j has two different effects:
the arc a j is released and we gain capacity on this arc which could lead to an increase in the max flow for time t.
For any time
we lose the arc, and if it has positive flow in the current max flow, the max flow for time t might decrease.
In order to characterize the impact of a job movement on the objective value we introduce the following parameters measuring the effect of changing the availability status of arc a in time slice i for all a ∈ A and i ∈ [M ]:
• z + ai is the max flow in the network of time slice i, with arc a added (with capacity u a ) if it is missing in the current solution.
• z − ai is the max flow in the network of time slice i, with arc a removed if it is present in the current solution.
We start with some simple observations.
• For an unavailable arc a (i.e. x at = 0 for t ∈ [t i−1 , t i − 1]), releasing arc a increases the max flow by ∆
To efficiently calculate the net effect on the objective, ∆ j (S j ), of moving a job j from start time S j to start time S j , one need only consider the set of time slices τ + j (S j ), defined to be those which are covered by [S j , S j + p j − 1] and that will be (at least partially) uncovered by the move, and the set of time slices τ − j (S j ), defined to be those which are not covered by [S j , S j + p j − 1] but that will be (at least partially) covered by [S j , S j + p j − 1]. We also need for each i ∈ τ
Provided ∆ + ai and ∆ − ai have been calculated for the appropriate time slices, it is thus straightforward to calculate ∆ j (S j ) for any j and S j , and hence to determine an optimal neighbour. Proposition 2. Finding an optimal neighbour of the given schedule (S j ) j∈J is equivalent to
If ∆ j (S j ) 0 for all pairs (j, S j ), there is no improving solution in the neighbourhood of the current schedule.
The basic method
Proposition 2 immediately suggests a local search strategy: compute ∆ j (S j ) for (a subset of) all pairs (j, S j ), choose one or more pairs with a high value of this bound, perform the corresponding changes of the schedule, and iterate. This could be done naively by first calculating ∆ + ai and ∆ − ai for each time slice i and arc a. The formula (7) shows that we can then easily calculate ∆ j (S j ) as required. This approach would appear at first sight to be computationally prohibitive, requiring the solution of two max flow problems to calculate z + ai and z − ai for each arc a and time slice i. A number of mitigating factors make this approach more attractive than appearances suggest. First, each arc in a given time slice is either missing or present in the current solution, and so from observations in the previous section, one of z + ai and z − ai is given by z i ; it is only for the other that a max flow problem needs to be solved. More importantly, 1. if an arc is added in a time slice where it was previously blocked, the flow stays primal feasible but might no longer be optimal, and 2. similarly, if an arc with nonzero flow is taken out, the dual stays feasible.
Thus the maximum flow problems to be solved in calculating z + ai and z − ai can use a primal (dual) method respectively "hot started" from the existing solution for the time slice i. We also observe from (7) that only jobs j with ∆ + a j i > 0 for some time slices i covered by [S j , S j + p j − 1] can be moved to give a better solution: these are the promising jobs. So we should first determine ∆ + ai to discover the promising jobs, and then only calculate ∆ − ai values as needed for these jobs. Furthermore, ∆ + ai can only be positive if the reduced cost of arc a in the maximum flow problem is positive; otherwise it must be zero. Thus even if the arc is missing from the network, as long as it is included in the original max flow calculation (with zero capacity), and we use a max flow method which makes reduced costs available, we can avoid further max flow calculations (z + ai can simply be set to z i if the reduced cost of a in time slice i is not positive).
Algorithm 2 describes how the effects ∆ + ai (adding an arc) and ∆ − ai (blocking an arc) are determined. We do not make explicit here how z + ai and z − ai are calculated, since these depend on the specific max flow method used; these implementation issues are discussed in Section 4.1.2. Finally, Algorithm 3 describes the complete procedure of the greedy rescheduling algorithm which will be denoted by GreedyResched. In our implementation we use the following three stopping criteria:
1. a time limit, 2. 100 iterations without improvement, and 3. 2 consecutive iterations without improvement and only a single pair (j, S j ) with ∆ j (S j ) = 0.
The reason for the last criterion is that in this situation the algorithm just alternates between two solutions having the same objective value.
Algorithm 2 Effects of change.
PromisingJobs=
Add the job j with a j = a and time window containing slice i to PromisingJobs for j ∈ PromisingJobs do Put i 0 = min{i : t i r j } and i 1 = max{i :
Output: ∆ 
Update time slicing and and resolve the max flow problems with changed input data
Variations
Here we present some natural modifications of the algorithm GreedyResched.
Randomization. Instead of choosing the best neighbour in each iteration one can choose randomly from a set of candidates, similar to the strategy applied in the construction phase of greedy randomized adaptive search procedures [15] . More precisely, we order the pairs (j, S j ) by nonincreasing value of ∆ j (S j ) and choose randomly from the first k of this list (uniformly distributed), where k depends on the total number of possibilities, for instance with K = #{(j, S j ) : ∆ j (S j ) 0} denoting the number of moves with nondecreasing objective value we can take
where κ 1 ∈ N and κ 2 ∈ {κ ∈ R : 0 κ 1} are parameters of the algorithm. After satisfying the stopping criterion, we can restart the algorithm from the initial solution, iterate this, and finally choose the best solution from all runs. We denote this randomized variant by GreedyRandResched(κ 1 , κ 2 ). In Figure 5 we plot the behaviour of K in GreedyResched for the randomly generated instances we used in our computational experiments (see Section 4). For these experiments we choose (κ 1 , κ 2 ) = (5, 0.15). Some further possible modifications to randomization 2. If the computation time until reaching the stopping criterion is large the following combination of the ideas underlying GreedyResched and GreedyRandResched might be beneficial.
(a) Do a small number, say k 1 , improvements randomly choosing from the improving moves (as in GreedyRandResched).
(b) Repeat the step (a) a small number, say k 2 , times.
(c) Choose the best of the k 2 solutions obtained and continue with step (a).
Testing the effectiveness of these further ideas will be the subject of future research.
Making several moves at a time. In order to speed up the progress of the method we can do several moves corresponding to pairs (j, S j ) with nonnegative value of ∆ j (S j ) simultaneously, if they do not affect the same time slices. This can be implemented by looping over the list of pairs (j, S j ), ordered by nonincreasing ∆ j (S j ), and choosing a pair if its affected time slices do not overlap with those of the pairs already chosen. The benefit of this approach is that it saves recalculations of the values ∆ j (S j ), which may be relatively expensive. An iteration of this algorithm can be considered as a greedy accumulation of GreedyResched steps, and so we denote the algorithm by GreedyAccResched. We also consider a randomized version of this approach. While the list of pairs (j, S j ), ordered by nonincreasing ∆ j (S j ), is non-empty, we choose at random a pair from the first k in the list, and then remove from the list all pairs with affected time slices overlapping those of the chosen pair, before looping again to choose a random pair from the first k. We call this the GreedyRandAccResched algorithm.
Moving multiple jobs
Clearly, there are some limitations in the approach to consider only movements of single jobs. It is easy to construct examples where no single job movement yields an improvement, but moving two jobs at the same time does. However, the benefit of moving jobs simultaneously is only of interest if the jobs interact, in the sense of overlapping in time. We thus propose to search neighbourhoods of the form:Ñ j 0 (y) = {y : S j (y ) = S j (y) only for jobs j ∈ J(j 0 )} , for some j 0 ∈ J, where J(j 0 ) is the set of jobs whose time window (plus processing time) overlaps with that of j 0 , i.e.
. This is exponential in the number of jobs that have at least two possible start times and overlap with j 0 . In particular, the instance used in the proof of Proposition 1 has the property that all job pairs overlap. Thus in general it is NP-hard to optimize over this neighbourhood, and we propose to explore it via a randomized approach as follows.
We consider each job in turn as the base job, j 0 , and systematically search a selection C(j 0 ) ⊆ [r j 0 , d j 0 ] of its possible start times. Our idea is that C(j 0 ) should start small, allowing a "rough" exploration of the alternatives, and increase as the algorithm progresses, thus refining the search. We explain this more precisely later. For each possible start time S j 0 ∈ C(j 0 ), we would like to know how "good" that choice of start time is, taking into account interactions of j 0 with other jobs, i.e. we would like to find the best y such that S j (y ) = S j (y) only for jobs j ∈ J(j 0 ). Equivalently, we would like to simultaneously optimize the start times of all jobs in J(j 0 ), finding a local optimum with respect to j 0 . However we expect that doing so would be prohibitive in terms of computational time. Thus we sample from a restricted neighbourhood, restricting the possible start times of jobs in J(j 0 ) \ {j 0 } heuristically, using the intuition that jobs should either overlap as little, or as much, as possible to get best results. To see where this intuition comes from consider two arcs a and a with the property that every source-sink path through a also contains a . If these are the only two arcs with maintenance jobs it is clearly best possible to maximize the overlap between jobs on these arcs. On the other hand, if there is no path containing both arcs a and a , then the total throughput is maximized when the jobs overlap is minimized. Each j ∈ J(j 0 ) \ {j 0 } has a set of (up to four) possible start times C(j), so that either the job's start or end aligns with the start or end of job j 0 , (assuming j 0 starts at S j 0 ). This choice of C(j) is motivated by the fact that in general, there is always an optimal solution such that for every job j one of the following is true.
• Job j starts at its earliest possible start time r j , or
• job j starts at its latest possible start time d j − p j + 1, or
• there is a job j that starts at the same time S j = S j , or
• there is a job j that ends at the same time S j + p j − 1 = S j + p j − 1, or
• there is a job j such that the start of job j aligns with the end of job j , i.e. S j = S j + p j , or
• there is a job j such that the end of job j aligns with the start of job j , i.e. S j + p j = S j .
We simply sample randomly from the neighbourhood σ times, choosing the best, for σ an algorithm parameter. This randomized method for moving multiple jobs, denoted by RandMultiJob, is described more formally in Algorithm 4.
Algorithm 4 RandMultiJob.
Input: A feasible solution (S j ) j∈J with objective value z and parameter σ
else S j = S j compute the objective z for starting job j at time S j for all j ∈ J(j 0 ) if z > z then replace S by (S j ) j∈J(j 0 ) and z by z until done σ times
Output: An improved solution (S j ) j∈J
To implement the method the choice of the candidate start sets C(j 0 ) has to be specified. For our experiments, C(j 0 ) consists of k evenly spaced elements in the interval [r j , d j ], where k ∈ N. k starts small (at k = 1), and increases by one whenever no improvement has been found for a number of consecutive iterations. In our experiments, we use |J| iterations for the increment criterion. Since each job may be the base job multiple times for the same value of k, we want to avoid choosing the same subset of start times every time. Thus we include a mechanism for cycling through sets of k evenly spaced points, modulo the time window width. More precisely, in the m-th run through the outer loop of Algorithm 4, we put
• W = d j 0 − p j 0 − r j 0 + 2 (width of the time window of job j 0 ),
• θ = (W − 1)/k , and
Note that W and θ vary with j 0 , but we forgo using a j 0 subscript to improve readability. To illustrate how this works, consider the case that W = 7, k = 3 and take r j 0 = 1. Then θ = 2 and when m ≡ 0 (mod W ) we get C(j 0 ) = {1, 3, 5}, when m ≡ 1 (mod W ) we get C(j 0 ) = {2, 4, 6}, when m ≡ 2 (mod W ) we get C(j 0 ) = {3, 5, 7}, when m ≡ 3 (mod W ) we get C(j 0 ) = {1, 4, 6}, etc.
In future work, we will consider allowing σ to vary during the course of the algorithm, by making it dependent on the size of the neighbourhoodÑ j 0 (y) at the current solution y, so that more samples are taken from larger neighbourhoods.
Computational Experiments
In this section we report on the results of computational tests of our proposed algorithm variants. The first subsection is concerned with randomly generated instances, while the second subsection contains results for two instances coming from real world data.
Randomly generated instances
We first describe how our random test instances have been generated, then we present the details of the experiments that have been run, and finally, we compare the performance of the considered algorithms.
Instance generation
Our tests are carried out for a time horizon with T = 1, 000. We need to generate networks and job lists. We generate eight different networks using the RMFGEN generator of Goldfarb and Grigoriadis [5] . For parameters a, b, c 1 and c 2 the generated network has a 2 b nodes arranged in b frames of a 2 nodes each. The capacities between frames are randomly chosen from [c 1 , c 2 ], while all capacities inside frames are c 2 a 2 . We generated 8 different networks for the parameter pairs (a, b) ∈ (2, 3), (2, 4) , (3, 2) , (3, 3) , (3, 4) , (4, 2) , (4, 3) , (4, 4) with c 1 = 10 and c 2 = 20. In order to generate a job list for a given network, for each arc we first choose α, the number of jobs. Then we divide the time horizon into α equal subintervals, each of them associated with one of the jobs to be created. For each job we choose a processing time and a number of start time candidates randomly. Finally, we choose a random release date, making sure that it is compatible with the job being completed in its subinterval. This is made more precise in Algorithm 5 where the input parameters are for a ∈ A do Initialize J a = ∅ choose random α ∈ X and put µ = T /α for η = 1 to α do choose random β ∈ Y and γ ∈ Z choose random r ∈ {1, 2, . . . , µ − β − γ + 2} add job with processing time β, release date r j = (η − 1)µ + r and deadline r j + β + γ − 2 to J a Let α, β and γ be the maximum elements of X, Y and Z, respectively. In order to guarantee feasible job lists we must have (γ + β − 1)α T.
As the number of binary variables in the MIP model (1)- (5) is determined by the sizes of the time windows we decided to focus on studying the influence of the set Z. So we fix X = [5, 15] , Y = [10, 30] and test two variants for Z. For each network and each triple (X, Y, Z i ) we generated 10 instances, giving a total of 160 instances. The network sizes and the average numbers of jobs obtained in this way are shown in Table 2 . In Tables 3 and 4 we report the average problem sizes for the MIP formulation (1) 
Experimental setup
Each of the generated instances is solved by the following methods:
Algorithm CPX. CPLEX with default settings applied to the formulation (1)- (5) For ease of implementation, and so as to more readily exploit reduced cost information, and access primal and dual algorithm variants, we decided to solve the max flow subproblems in the algorithms GreedyResched, GreedyRandResched, GreedyAccResched and GreedyRandAccResched using CPLEX as LP solver instead of implementing combinatorial algorithms. The following three remarks on the implementation of Algorithm 2, which underlies the three greedy approaches, are based on the observations in Section 3.2.2.
The value ∆
+ ai is computed only if the reduced cost of the arc a is positive in the current solution for time slice i as otherwise there is no potential for improvement.
For calculating the values z
+ ai , i.e. the gain obtained by adding in arc a, we use the primal simplex method starting from the current max flow for time slice i.
− ai , i.e. the loss due to taking out arc a, we use the dual simplex method starting from the current max flow for time slice i.
For GreedyResched, we also note that among the pairs (j, S j ) with maximal value of ∆ j (S j ) it is always possible to choose one causing at most one time slice split. A simple way to achieve this is to choose the pair with the smallest S j : This ensures that S j or S j + p j is one of the breakpoints t i in the current time slicing. We use this approach in our implementation. For RandMultiJob we solve the max flow problems using the implementation of the push-relabel algorithm in the Boost library [16] . Here we don't take advantage of the similarities between the networks of different time slices, but we still use the third observation in Section 3.1 that after changing the schedule we only have to reevaluate the flow for time slices that are actually affected by the change. We experimented with σ = 1, 2, 4 and 8. We found that results for σ = 8 were dominated by the other values, and that whilst σ = 4 did give better values than σ = 1 or 2 on a very small proportion of instances, it did not give the best value over all algorithms for any instance (random or real world). Thus we only present detailed results for σ = 1 and 2.
For all algorithms, we impose a time limit of 30 minutes, and all of them start with an initial solution given by
All computations are done on a Dell PowerEdge 2950 with dual quad core 3.16GHz Intel Xeon X5460 processors and 64GB of RAM running Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5. CPLEX v12.1 was running in deterministic mode using a single thread.
Results
As a performance measure to compare algorithms we use the relative gap between the algorithm's solution value and the best known solution value over all algorithms. If the best known solution value for an instance I is z best and the current algorithm returns z, its performance measure on that instance is given by Figures 6 to 9 , we plot for CPLEX and the Greedy algorithms the proportion of instances for which the solution found by the algorithm is within a factor of 1 − τ of the best, for increasing values of τ , i.e. we plot 1 n · # {I : I instance with P(I) τ } as a function of τ , where n is the total number of instances (in our case 80 for each instance set). Note that for the 5 minute plots (Figures 6 and 8) we take z best to be the best known solution over all algorithms after 30 minutes. Tables 5 and 6 contain the average number of max flow problems solved for each of the local search algorithms and every network. For algorithms GR and GAR we also report the run times, GRR, GRAR and RMJ 2 ran for the whole 30 minutes. Tables  7 to 10 provide information about the relative gaps (average and maximal) and the numbers of 1  12  210  31296  17  179  16500  96618  2  25  351  22741  30  287  13772  74739  3  25  460  29168  40  344  16386  61270  4  128  1256  15201  100  677  9681  38703  5  308  2007  10693  324  1247  7320  25605  6  115  838  11574  115  585  7041  37588  7  524  2984  8871  519  2010  6146  14827  8  825  3256  6607  605  1540  4090  8276   Table 5 : Average numbers of max flow problems (divided by 1000) for the first instance set (Z = [1, 35] ).
instances where each algorithm found the best solution, for all algorithms. Here the relative gap is computed as (z − z)/z where z is the best upper bound obtained by CPLEX in 30 minutes, and z is the objective value of the best solution found by the considered algorithm in the respective time (5 or 30 minutes). We make the following observations.
• For the first instance set CPLEX outperforms all other algorithms, but on the large networks the heuristics, in particular GreedyAccResched and GreedyRandAccResched, are quite good in providing a reasonably good solution in a short time. The 5 minute performance profiles both show the distinct advantage of GreedyAccResched and GreedyRandAccResched over the other methods for short run times. For long run times, the 30 minute performance profiles show CPLEX to be the clear winner for the first instance set, with GreedyRandResched and GreedyRandAccResched best for the second instance set.
• For the second instance set, on the small networks CPLEX is still superior, but on the larger networks, the local search heuristics outperform CPLEX, with all heuristics giving solutions 1  14  321  37818  12  214  30966  83170  2  36  627  28411  23  382  25900  65355  3  28  724  38786  26  490  32253  54133  4  160  1982  19304  84  1129  19702  35745  5  367  2928  13907  229  1966  7793  23858  6  197  1762  15022  96  776  7603  33656  7  709  4704  11133  499  3485  5714  14388  8  956  4723  8147  536  2334  3808  8056   Table 6 : Average numbers of max flow problems (divided by 1000) for the second instance set (Z = [25, 35] ).
with smaller gaps on average for all (large) instances over short run times, and all Greedy heuristics giving smaller gaps on average over long run times -significantly smaller for 3 out of the 4 (largest) networks.
• Comparing GreedyResched and GreedyAccResched we see that in all cases it pays off to save the time for reevaluating the possible moves after each step and thus being able to make more moves in the same amount of time. A similar observation applies to GreedyRandResched and GreedyRandAccResched, but the benefits of the latter are less pronounced.
• Across the board, randomized greedy algorithms give better results than their non-random counterparts, due to the possibility to escape local minima.
• RandMultiJob performs better with σ = 1 than 2, particularly for larger networks in the second instance set, and for the first instance set, with the shorter run time. On the first instance set with the longer run time, the two are difficult to separate, but σ = 2 gives better results on more networks, and in particular does better on the difficult case of the 
Instances derived from real world data
The real world maintenance scheduling problem is complicated by additional constraints imposed, for example, by daylight restrictions, availability of equipment or labour force to carry out the maintenance, incompatibility issues between jobs, or conflicts with other users of the infrastructure. All of this can be modelled in an MIP framework and taken into account in a local search, both of which are the subject of ongoing work. For the present paper, we ignore the additional constraints and conduct some experiments on pure MaxTFFAO instances derived from real world data. The network shown in Figure 10 is a simplified version of the real situation. We generate two instances using the maintenance job lists and the actual maintenance schedules for 2010 and 2011. These job lists contain 1, 457 and 1, 234 jobs, respectively. Based on the level of detail occurring in practice, we use a time discretization of 1 hour, leading to instances with time horizons T = 365 · 24 = 8, 760. The processing times vary between an hour and several days, while 75% of the jobs have a processing time between 1 and 18 hours. For every job we assume a time window of two weeks, i.e. d j = r j + p j + 14 · 24 − 2 for all j. This model leads to really large problems as Table 11 , containing the problem sizes. As a start solution we used a snapshot of the HVCCC maintenance scheduling process. We increased the time limit to 2 hours, and the results are shown in Figures 11 and 12 . For clarity, the same results for CPLEX and a selection of the better algorithms is given in Figures 13 and 14 . We observe that the MIP seems to be really hard. For the 2010 data, CPLEX finds one integer solution with better objective value than the start solution, and for 2011 no improving solution can be found at all. Confirming the results for the random instances, the greedy approaches perform very well in terms of finding high quality solutions quickly. The impacts, i.e. the annual capacity reductions due to maintenance, for the start solutions were 37.6Mt (2010) and 32.5 Mt (2011). Table 12 shows the impact reductions achieved by the different algorithms. We note two features that seem to be different to the behaviour for the random instances. 
Future directions
We want to point out three directions for further investigation, other than those already indicated in the paper.
1. A natural idea is to develop the local search towards a Greedy Randomized Adaptive Search Procedure (GRASP) [15] . That means, instead of using a fixed start solution, start solutions are constructed in a randomized greedy manner.
2. As the general problem is NP-hard, it is interesting to look for special cases (special in terms of the network structure and/or in terms of properties of the job list) that can be solved efficiently.
3. In the other direction, there might be generalizations of the problem that are worth studying, for instance allowing
• arbitrary subsets of [T ] as sets of possible start times (not only intervals [r j , d j ]), and
• job processing to only reduce the arc capacity by some fraction, rather than taking it out completely. These examples of possible future directions illustrate what an exciting new problem we believe maximum total flow with flexible arc outages to be, with great potential for both theoretical and practical development. 
